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Recipe 3

Run Slow Setup/Teardown Code With Global Hooks

Problem

You need to do something that takes a while before your first test, such as
launching a browser or waiting for a desktop application to load. You’re
familiar with Cucumber’s Before() hook, which runs once per scenario. But
you want something that runs just once overall, so that your setup code
doesn’t slow down your test too much.

Ingredients

• Cucumber’s built-in env.rb file for setup code

• Ruby’s built-in at_exit() hook for teardown code10

• The Selenium WebDriver browser automation library11

• The Firefox web browser12

Solution

This recipe starts with a simple web testing project. Before we make our
improvements, the code to start and stop the web browser executes inside
regular Cucumber scenario hooks—and so the tests run more slowly than
they should. We’re going to see how to migrate that slow code to global hooks,
so it only runs once.

You don’t have to use any special hooks to run setup code when Cucumber
starts. Just put your one-time startup code in env.rb, and Cucumber will run
it before the first test.

That just leaves one question. With the Before() hook, there was a corresponding
After() hook where you could shut down whatever application or browser you
were using. Where do you put global teardown code that needs to run only
once?

10. http://www.ruby-doc.org/core-1.9.2/Kernel.html#method-i-at_exit
11. http://seleniumhq.org/docs/03_webdriver.html#ruby
12. http://www.firefox.com
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The answer is to use Ruby’s built-in at_exit() method, which allows you to
register a hook that runs just as Cucumber is exiting.

Let’s look at a test that suffers from repeated setup code, and how you might
convert it to use global hooks.

Setup

First, install Selenium WebDriver:

$ gem install selenium-webdriver

Now, create a simple test that has multiple scenarios:

global_hooks/bank.feature
Feature: Banking

Scenario: Deposit
Given I have $0 in my account
# ...

Scenario: Withdrawal
Given I have $100 in my account
# ...

Fill in a step definition that requires a web browser:

global_hooks/step_definitions/bank_steps.rb
Given /^I have \$(\d+) in my account$/ do |balance|

@browser.navigate.to 'http://example.com/banking'
end

This code presumes that you’ve launched a browser and stored a reference
to it in the @browser variable. The traditional approach to managing that vari-
able is to use Before() and After() hooks. Let’s look at that technique first, and
then migrate to global hooks.

Scenario Hooks

Here’s how you might have added per-scenario setup and teardown code
without this recipe:

global_hooks/support/hooks.rb
require 'selenium-webdriver'

Before do
@browser = Selenium::WebDriver.for :firefox

end

After do
@browser.quit
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end

Go ahead and run your feature, taking care to time the results. On Mac and
Linux, you’d type the following:

$ time cucumber bank.feature

On Windows with PowerShell installed, you’d type this instead:13

C:\Hooks> Measure-Command {cucumber bank.feature}

You should see Firefox launch and exit before and after every step, and the
total execution time will show it. It’s time to migrate your startup code to
global hooks.

Global Hooks

You’re going to move your browser-launching code out of the Before() hook.
But where to? You may recall that Cucumber is guaranteed to run code in
env.rb before any of your other support code. That makes this file a good place
for one-time setup.

The simplest approach is to run the setup code at file scope and store any
state you need in a global:

global_hooks/support/env.rb
require 'selenium-webdriver'

$browser = Selenium::WebDriver.for :firefox
at_exit { $browser.quit }

Notice the symmetry between the creation of the $browser object and the regis-
tering of an at_exit() hook to tear it down when Ruby exits.

Before you run off and change your step definition to use the $browser global
variable, it’s worth considering the maintenance problems that globals can
cause down the road. Take a moment to package this code up into a module,
and change the global variable to a class-level attribute instead:

global_hooks/support/env.rb
require 'selenium-webdriver'

module HasBrowser
@@browser = Selenium::WebDriver.for :firefox
at_exit { @@browser.quit }

end

13. PowerShell comes with Windows 7 and can also be downloaded from
http://www.microsoft.com/powershell.
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Notice that you’re now storing the browser in a class-level attribute @@browser,
so that its value will be available across scenarios. In a minute, we’ll add an
accessor function for your step definitions to call.

First, though, take a look at the at_exit() hook. You’re probably used to seeing
these at file scope, so it may seem a little weird to use it inside a module
definition. It will work just fine here.

Now, about that accessor function. Add the following code inside your module
definition:

global_hooks/support/env.rb
def browser

@@browser
end

One last thing: how do you make the browser() method available to your step
definitions? By adding it to the world,14 a container provided by Cucumber
to store state between steps. You can do this by calling World() at file scope
and passing it the name of your module:

global_hooks/support/env.rb
World(HasBrowser)

Don’t forget to change your step definition to use the new browser() method:

global_hooks/step_definitions/bank_steps.rb
Given /^I have \$(\d+) in my account$/ do |balance|

browser.navigate.to 'http://example.com/banking'
end

Now if you rerun your test, you should see that Firefox starts only once at
the beginning of the run, and exits only once at the end. The total execution
time will be cut almost in half.

Further Exploration

This recipe covered attaching hooks to the World object, which the Cucumber
runtime creates for each scenario. For more on how you can customize this
object’s behavior, see Chapter 7 of The Cucumber Book [WH11].

Most of the time, env.rb is the best place for global setup code. But if your hook
must run specifically after configuration is complete, while still finishing
before the first scenario runs, you can use the AfterConfiguration() hook instead.15

14. https://github.com/cucumber/cucumber/wiki/A-Whole-New-World
15. https://github.com/cucumber/cucumber/wiki/Hooks
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